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”The Order of the Rose was founded with a focus of being unique 
and individual. To show this, we wear our symbol on our left 
shoulder…The Rose. The Rose is a symbol of what we stand and 
fight for. Each fighter carries with him or herself a Rose all unique 
with their own set of virtues and traits. When you look at a rose, 
what does it mean to you? Is it love…courage…power? Every time 
you step onto the battlefield, remember what your rose stands 
for and fight for it.”

 — Fenton Montero
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Newcomer 
Lessons

”There are four basic solutions to dealing with something 
in fencing, attack, defend, move, or get hit. Don't choose 
to get hit”

 — Unknown
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Introduction
Welcome to Terrasylvae! Terrasylvae is the overarching organization con-
taining multiple guilds that vary from Archery and Dancing to Sewing and 
Gaming. Our most popular guild is Fencing, but you are welcome to par-
ticpate in any or all of our guilds. Terrasylvae was founded as a safe haven 
for outcasts, vagabonds, and misfits who need a family–like community of 
friends. We hope everyone can find a place here.

The official name of our Fencing guild is the Order of the Rose. The Order 
of the Rose was established by Michael Kovacs known as Lord Damian 
Azure (See “Fencing Names” below) and Christopher Barber known as 
Lord Fenton Montero in 1999. They designed the Order of the Rose to be a 
company open to anyone who wants to learn how to fence, without fear of 
ridicule or judgement. Today we maintain that tradition by welcoming safe, 
honorable, fun-loving people who desire to become skilled swordsmen or 
women.

Rank System
When you start out in the Order of the Rose, you have the rank of New-
comer. Then, as you learn each lesson on your progress sheet and prove to 
the Officers that you've gained sufficient skill, you’ll progress through the 
following ranks:

• Initiate
• Novice
• Swordsman

With consistent attendence and focused training, you can complete the 
Terrasylvae Training Program in 1 to 2 Fencing Seasons which begin in 
March and end in November. If you prove to be a safe, honorable, positive 
and skilled fencer you will earn the rank of Swordsman. Our Swordsmen 
are entitled to wear the company’s official uniform, the black tabard with 
your choice of color inside to represent you.
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Officers Corps
We also have an Officers Corps to ensure the group runs smoothly, main-
tain tradition, and keep the Order of the Rose safe, honorable, and fun. An 
Officer's primary duty is to help each member progress in the group. We 
have chosen military names to correlate with the ranks, which are, in order 
of rank:

• Captain
• Lieutenant
• Sergeant

The Captain oversees the whole of the Order of the Rose, which is broken 
up into 2 squads led by a Lieutenant and two Sergeants. After you acheive 
the rank of Novice, you’ll be assigned to one of these squads, and the offi-
cers of your squad will be your primary mentors and teachers. If you ever 
have questions or problems, they will be your first resource for help.

Waiver, Fees, & Gear
Waiver
There is a little paper work that needs to be done before you can start. The 
first thing that we need before anyone can fence with us is a completed 
Accident/Injury waiver. This needs to be filled out completely and given to 
one of the Officers. You can get a waiver from an Officer or print one out 
from our website (terrasylvae.com) and bring it to the next practice.

Fees
You also might be wondering how much it costs to participate in the group. 
We would rather everyone be able to come and be a part of the group than 
charge a lot of money to participate. That’s why the first month of training 
is free. You’ll be able to use our gear and try it out. After the first month, 
we ask for a flat–rate of $5. All monthly fees go back into the group and are 
used to fund activities or buy and replace gear.

Gear
We want to remind everyone not to buy their own gear until they consult 
with one of the Officers. We have a large selection of loaner gear that can 
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be used until you get your own. The only required piece of gear that we do 
not provide is gloves. You will need to bring your own gloves before you’re 
able to fence. Any heavy duty gloves from a hardware store will work. We 
recommend leather gloves that fit well and have a cuff to cover your wrists. 
These should be brought to your next practice.

First Few Weeks of Practice
We want to ensure that each Newcomer understands how everything 
works before being thrown into the deep end. That is why each Newcomer 
must complete all of the Newcomer lessons over a period of at least three 
practices before they will be able to participate in every aspect of fencing 
practice. The three practices should break down as follows:

• Practice 1: Introduction through Basic Blocks (No Fighting)
• Practice 2: Safety through Breaking Shots (Dueling Allowed)
• Practice 3: Basics of Melee (Melee Allowed)

Learn to Talk about Fencing
Starting out, one of the greatest skills you can learn is how to talk about 
fencing with other fencers. Ask questions. Discuss. The things you learn 
from more experienced fencers will deepen your understanding of every-
thing that will be covered in these lessons.

Fencing Names
The last thing you’ll notice is that most everyone here has two names, a 
mundane and fencing name. Your fencing name is your persona, or medi-
eval version of yourself. It’s mostly for fun, but can lead you to study and 
create a personal history or story to who you are within the group. Ask 
some of the members and learn about their stories and personas.

We recommend that you choose a fencing name within the first few weeks 
you first attend practice, while you’re still introducing yourself. Any name 
will work, but most are Medieval European origin names. We’ve compiled 
a sample list of names to give you some ideas, but you could also research 
online with any name database and find a name on your own.
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Questions
1. Who are the Officer’s that you go to when you need help with anything?
2. What piece of gear isn’t provided by the group?
3. Do you have your waiver?
4. How much is the monthly fee after the first free month?

Manfred
Ives
William
Lucius
Wymond
Lambert
Blaise
Griffith
Mabon
Hubert
Gerald
Eustace
Aimery
Adam
Adelard
Alphonse
Turstin
Guy
Peter
Osric
Ogier
Gareth
Maynard
Miles
Richard
Roger
Dinadan
Alan

Aldred
Eluard
Arnold
Henry
Basil
Jocelyn
Cyr
Balin
George
Eliot
Frederick
Alexander
Percival
Anselm
Mark
David
Albert
Urian
Tristram
Paul
Berenger
Martin
Merek
Herman
Hildebrand
Edwin
Gilbet
Bliant

Elaine
Sarah
Sela
Sigga
Susanna
Althea
Alma
Artemisia
Anne
Anais
Acelina
Aelina
Aldith
Audry
Augusta
Brangwine
Bridget
Genevieve
Guinevere
Catelin
Caterina
Dionisia
Mary
Molly
Margaret
Margery
Martha
Elysande

Cristina
Christina
Giselle
Regina
Richolda
Roana
Barbetta
Clare
Clarice
Amelina
Edith
Elle
Juliana
Ivette
Adelina
Agnes
Alice
Alyson
Dameta
Paulina
Petronilla
Edeva
Eglenti
Evelune
Emma
Joan
Johanna
Lavena
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Neal
Curtis
Milo
Wolfstan
Hardwin
Hamond
Merek
Carac
Ulric
Tybalt
Borin
Sadon
Terrowin
Rowan
Forthwind
Althalos
Fendrel
Brom
Hadrian
Crewe
Fenwick
Oliver
Clifton
Walter
Roger
Joseph
Geoffrey
Francis
Drake
Simon
John
William
Edmund
Charles

Benedict
Gregory
Peter
Henry
Frederick
Walter
Thomas
Arthur
Bryce
Donald
Leofrick
Letholdus
Lief
Barda
Rulf
Robin
Gavin
Ronald
Jarin
Cassius
Leo
Cedric
Gavin
Peyton
Josef
Janshai
Doran
Asher
Quinn
Zane
Xalvador
Favian
Destrian
Dain

Millicent
Alys
Ayleth
Anastas
Alianor
Cedany
Ellyn
Helewys
Malkyn
Peronell
Sybbyl
Ysmay
Thea
Jacquelyn
Amelia
Gloriana
Bess
Catherine
Anne
Mary
Arabella
Elizabeth
Hildegard
Brunhild
Adelaide
Alice
Beatrix
Cristiana
Eleanor
Emeline
Isabel
Juliana
Margaret
Matilda

Mirabelle
Rose
Helena
Guinevere
Isolde
Maerwynn
Muriel
Winifred
Godiva
Catrain
Angmar
Gussalen
Jasmine
Josselyn
Maria
Victoria
Gwendolynn
Enndolynn
Janet
Luanda
Krea
Rainydayas
Atheena
Dimia
Phrowenia
Aleida
Ariana
Alexia
Katelyn
Loreena
Kaylein
Seraphina
Duraina
Ryia
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Gear 1 – Armor
Basic Protection/Gear Requirements
Any time you engage in a fight, you must be completely geared up. We 
provide loaner gear for those who don’t have their own, so there is no rea-
son to fight without full protection. Reminder: Do not buy any gear until 
consulting with an Officer.

Mask
We use a 3 weapons mask that provides protection to the front and side of 
the head. You may see some fencers with a drape on the back of their hel-
met to protect the back of their head as well. If you choose to add a drape 
it can be styled in any way you would like. To properly fit the helmet, make 
sure you select the correct size between Small, Medium, Large, and Extra 
Large which is located on the tab on the back of the helmet. You can then 
gently compress the sides and back of the helmet to fit it securely to your 
head without adding uncomfortable pressure. Your helmet should sit on 
your head snuggly and should not shift significantly when you shake your 
head violently and the mesh should not touch any part of your face, even 
when forceful pressure is applied.

Gorget 
The word "gorget" comes from the French word, “gorge”, which means 
throat. Gorgets are typically made from steel or rigid leather. The tongue, 
or flap, of the gorget should be in the front and when tightened with the 
leather straps on the sides the gorget should allow your neck to move natu-
rally without having a large gap or causing any discomfort to your neck.

Vest
Fencing vests are made from thick, puncture resistant fabric that helps soft-
en blows as well as protect from any blades that might lose a tip or break. 
A proper vest should consist of layers of heavy fabric like denim or could 
be made from welder's quality leather. Sleeves are highly encouraged. Vests 
should fit comfortably and not inhibit your ability to move your arms. In 
some cases, a thick jacket may suffice. Consult with an Officer if you think 
you have one that may work.
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Proper Base Clothing
Before putting on any armor, you should come to practice already dressed 
properly. Proper base clothing consists of long pants, a long sleeved shirt, 
as well as closed toe shoes. These offer some protection and keep fencers 
safe.

Additional Pieces of Gear
Also available in the loaner gear are externally worn athletic cups (cod-
piece) for men and chest protectors for women that can be worn if desired.

Gloves 
Gloves are the only piece of equipment we use that are not offered by the 
group. Every person should bring their own pair of gloves when they begin 
fencing. Leather work gloves from any hardware store should work. We 
recommend gloves with some wrist protection. They should fit well with-
out too much bulk and allow ample movement of your hand.

Buying Your Own Gear
We do not recommend for anyone to buy their own gear until they have 
consulted with an Officer. As soon as you decide that you’d like to signifi-
cantly progress your skill in fencing, you should begin accumulating your 
own gear. Buying your entire kit all at once can be extremely expensive. We 
suggest saving up and getting one piece at a time. Holidays and Birthdays 
are great times to ask for gear. Talk to one of the Officers about what pieces 
you should try to get first. When you do start considering your own gear, 
it’s good to have an idea of costs. Here’s a list of average costs per item:

• Sword: $175-$600
• Masks: $48-$100
• Gorgets: $50-$75
• Vest: $50-$100 (Most make their own vests)
• Gloves: $5-$15
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Questions
1. What’s proper base clothing?
2. How can you adjust a mask to fit better?
3. What’s the front side of the gorget?
4. What piece of gear are you responsible for before you can fence?
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Gear 2 – Swords
You’ve probably noticed that we’re not using typical swords that you might 
have seen in the movies, unless you’ve been watching Princess Bride. The 
swords we use are called Rapiers and they were primarily used during the 
Renaissance period all across Europe. They are elegant swords designed to 
thrust and stab instead of hack and slash like a broad sword or sabre.

Parts of a Rapier
Pommel 
A counter weight at the base of the blade, just behind the grip.

Grip 
The part of the rapier that you hold. Grips can be made of wood, wood 
wrapped in wire, wood wrapped in leather, or other materials. Some han-
dles are shaped to provide comfortable grooves for your fingers or provide 
other handling or comfort characteristics. There are various ways to hold a 
rapier, and you should choose the one that is the most comfortable to you. 

Knucklebow 
Sometimes referred to as the knuckle guard, the knucklebow is a bar or 
multiple bars of metal that extend from the guard to the pommel, protect-
ing the knuckles. The knucklebow can be used to identify the true edge of 
the sword. When holding a sword properly the knucklebow should be on 
the outside of your hand facing down.

Quillons
The quillons or crossbar are the rods that extend perpendicular to the 
blade, on either side of the guard, and are used for protecting the hand, 
binding blades, and deflecting the sword of the opponent.

Hilt
Rapiers often have complex, sweeping hilts designed to protect the hand 
wielding the sword. When choosing a hilt make sure there is enough room 
for your hand to fit in comfortably.
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Forte
The lower half of the exposed rapier blade, generally used for blocking. 
Translated it means ‘strong’.

Foible
The upper half of the exposed rapier blade, generally used for offense. 
Translated it means ‘weak’.

Point
Simply put, it’s the end of the sword you try to stab your opponent with. 
Our swords have rubber blunts or tips that have been taped securely on 
to the point to make the sword safer. Always make sure there is a tip on 
your sword and check it frequently by tugging on it firmly to ensure that 
the tape is holding fast. Also check the end to make sure that the metal tip 
hasn't broken through the blunt. The actual metal tip is either blunted or 
rounded, instead of sharp, but if the tip does come off it will definitely hurt 
to be struck.

Questions
1. How do you properly hold a sword?
2. What is the strongest part of your sword?
3. What should always be taped securely onto your sword?
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Stance & Movement
Basic Stance
Your stance is how you stand during a fight. Having a good stance will 
be a huge help to developing your skills as a fencer. The following are the 
instructions for the basic stance along with a simple picture to provide a 
visual on where to put your feet. When in doubt, always fall back to this 
basic fighting stance.

1. *Stand with your right foot in front of you and your left foot behind you, 
with your feet about hip-distance apart.

2. Place your feet at a 45 degree angle, with your right toe pointing for-
ward, and your left toe pointing directly to the left.

3. Bend your knees slightly and balance your weight evenly between both 
feet. Keep your back fairly straight, but loose. This will give you the ability 
to either advance or retreat with equal speed and agility.

4. Hold your sword in your right hand and the hilt at hip level with the 
sword pointing forward. Bring the hilt forward about 12" and then move 
it in front of your body about 6". Angle the tip of your sword so it is level 
with your opponent's eyes.

5. Lift your “off hand” into a guard position roughly shoulder height.
*For lefties, follow the directions above, but insert “right” for “left.”
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Movement
Fencing isn’t a static sport. There will be a lot of action and moving around. 
Proper footwork, or how you move your feet, is a skill that is often over-
looked. It is important to practice this skill often and be aware of your own 
footwork during fights.

Advance
To move forward, take a comfortable step forward with your front foot, 
then follow with the back foot so that you are once again in basic fighting 
stance.

Retreat
To retreat, take a step back with the back foot, and follow it with the front 
foot.

Sidestep 
To sidestep, step with the same foot as the direction you want to go. Exam-
ple: To side step right, take a step with your right foot and follow it with 
your left and vice versa. Do not cross your legs while sidestepping. This 
unbalances you and can lead to falling over.

Other Notes
• Avoid taking steps that are too big. The normal step you take when you 
are walking should suffice.

• Maintain equal distance between your feet. This will help you keep your 
balance.

• Keep your knees slightly bent. This will help balance you, and enable you 
to have greater speed and agility.

• Allow your legs absorb each step, so that your head doesn't bob up and 
down as you move. Keeping your head level hide your intentions from 
your opponent.
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Exercise
To practice footwork, stand in Basic Stance and follow a series of steps. 
This can be determined beforehand or called out randomly by an instruc-
tor.

Example 
Advance, Advance, Retreat, Left, Advance, Right, Retreat, Retreat, etc…

Note for Instructors. Watch for proper footwork and point out any con-
cerns that you see early.

Questions
1. When side stepping what should we avoid doing and why?
2. Why do we keep our heads level while moving?
3. What is the basic stance? 
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Basic Blocks
Defense First
When it comes to sword fighting, it is more important to defend yourself 
and stay alive than kill your opponent. The longer you stay alive the more 
opportunities you’ll have to win. To form the foundation of your defense it 
is important to master the use of eight basic blocks. As your skills improve 
you can learn more blocks and various styles of blocks.

Eight Basic Blocks
Block 1 
Drop the tip of your sword towards the ground, straight down. The back 
of your hand should face your opponent. The sword should appear flat 
between you. While keeping the blade straight up and down, move the hilt 
of the blade to the left across your body. This blocks leg shots on your left 
side.

Block 2
Drop the tip of your sword towards the ground, straight down. The back of 
your hand should face your opponent. The sword flat between you. While 
keeping the blade straight up and down, move the hilt of the blade to the 
right across your body. This blocks leg shots on your right side.

Block 3
Move your hilt across your body to the left, your right elbow stopping 
slightly in front of your abdomen. Your forearm angled at 45 degrees in 
front of you. Your hand should be rolled over with your palm facing up. 
The tip of the blade still be pointed between your opponent's eyes. This 
blocks body shots to your left side.

Block 4
Move your hilt across your body to the right, your right elbow extending 
slightly out and away from your abdomen. Your forearm at a 45 degree 
angle beside you. Your hand should be rolled over with your palm facing 
down. The tip of the blade still be pointed between your opponent's eyes. 
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This blocks body shots to your left side.

Block 5
Lift your right arm up, with your elbow at shoulder level or slightly higher. 
The tip of the blade pointing over your opponent's left shoulder, with the 
True Edge facing up. Your hand even with your eyes, but above and to the 
right.The palm of your hand facing your opponent. This blocks head shots 
coming from above.

Block 6
This block revolves around your quillons or cross guards. While using a 
block 4, allow their blade to slide past your hilt. As it goes over your guard, 
twist your wrist to the right. The palm of your hand will be facing up and 
your quillons will have flipped over your opponents blade, trapping it to 
your right. This block traps and blocks body shots to your right.

Block 7
Drop the tip of your blade towards the ground in a sweeping motion to-
wards your left. Your palm facing upward and the tip of your blade point-
ing down and to the left. This blocks leg shots.

Block 8
Drop the tip of your blade towards the ground in a sweeping motion to-
wards your right. Your palm facing down and the tip of your blade point-
ing down and to the right. This blocks leg shots.

Note: For Lefties, all directions should be reversed.

Exercise
There are two exercises that can be done to practice blocks. One is with a 
partner and the other is without a partner.

With a Partner 
Working with a more experienced fencer, the student should receive a 
variety of shots to work on recognition of when and how to use each block. 
Start slow and speed up as the student becomes more efficient. You can also 
go in order to begin with and then add randomness.
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Without a Partner
Working alone, a student can progress through each block and after com-
pleting a block return to the basic stance. This should be done enough to 
build strength and muscle memory.

Question
1. Why is it more important to stay alive?
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Safety
Four Levels of Importance
There are four principles that we strive for in the Order of the Rose. These 
four principles or Four Levels of Importance, as we call them, should guide 
you as you progress within the group. The four principles, in order of im-
portance, are Safety, Honor, Attitude, and Skill.

Safety
First and foremost, we expect all our fencers to be safe. Period Fencing is 
a contact sport, and most fencers will take home a token bruise now and 
then. However, if all safety requirements are met, we are confident that 
fencers may engage in combat and avoid any major injuries. Please make 
this your first priority. Facets of fencing in which you can control the levels 
of safe play include the following:

Gear
All fencers must wear appropriate safety gear any time they are fighting.

Holds
Any time you hear — or even think you hear — the word “Hold” called, 
cease fighting immediately and repeat the word loudly and clearly to those 
around you. In a melee setting, you will also kneel if you were not the 
person who called the Hold. This allows the Officers to immediately see 
where the problem is and address it. Holds can mean any number of things 
have occurred on the field, from tangled blades to an onlooker wandering 
into the fighting area. Avoid saying anything that sounds like Hold during 
combat or when you are near a combat zone. This can create confusion 
and stop the fight unnecessarily. For example the word "hole" sounds like 
"hold". Instead use the word "gap".

Fighting Techniques
Though it may sound a bit incongruous, the fighting techniques we will 
teach are designed to make a fight as safe as possible. We use the term “kill” 
frequently, however we are not really trying to “kill” each other. Fencing 
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is more of a game of tag, and you will learn how to stab, cut, and skewer 
SAFELY. Please attend all fencing classes, as these classes are designed to 
make you a safe fencer.

Safety Rules to Note
• No Hacking: Although we do allow “draw cuts” — or kills delivered with 
the edge of the blade — we don’t allow hacking or slashing. Draw Cuts are 
a controlled, practiced technique, and you will learn to do them later on.

• No Body Contact: Grappling, wrestling, hitting, scratching, kicking, or 
any other form of body contact is not allowed.

• No Pummeling: The guard on your rapier is to protect your hand. Do not 
pummel your opponent with it. Be careful with the quillons & pommel as 
well.

• No Grabbing Blades: You may not grab an opponent’s blade during the 
fight. Either with a closed fist or between fingers. You will learn techniques 
to “trap” blades with your hand, but if you grab a blade during a fight, con-
sider the hand severed, and continue the fight without it.

• Don’t Be Stupid: We hope this basic rule is self-explanatory. We are en-
gaging in a contact sport. Don’t do anything that is unsafe, dishonorable, or 
stupid. Your safety and your fellow fencers safety depends on you.

• Don’t Feel Stupid: If you do happen to make a mistake, please don’t feel 
stupid. None of us are perfect fencers. We make mistakes that lose battles. 
We occasionally throw a shot that is a little hard. Learn from your mis-
takes, but don’t feel stupid about them. We won’t yell at you if you make a 
mistake, but we may pull you aside and ask you to change something if we 
feel you have been unsafe. We aren’t here to make you feel stupid. We’re 
here to help you stay safe and become a skillful swordsman.

Area
When ever you engage in a fight, please be aware of your surroundings. We 
will fight in buildings, woods, fields, and mock castles. You don’t want to 
run your opponent into a tree. You don’t want to miss a step on a staircase. 
You are responsible to know the area you are fighting in, and to keep your-
self and your fellow fencers safe. If you are ever concerned with the safety 
of another fencer, please talk with one of the Officers.
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Honor
Your honor is what will define you as a fighter. In Fencing, there are no 
referees. There is no electronic method of telling whether or not a shot 
is good. It is up to each individual fencer to call and take any shot given 
them. Call and take any shot you believe to be good. Call and take any shot 
you aren’t sure of, and let your opponent dismiss the shot if it is invalid. 
Don’t let your opponent take invalid shots you have given. Go to fencing 
class and learn to be a safe fighter — being safe will help you become more 
honorable. It takes years to become a truly skillful fencer. Let yourself be 
honorable the first time you pick up a rapier, and you will be respected no 
matter what your skill level is.

Attitude
In the Order of the Rose, we are here to have fun. That is the whole rea-
son we fence. We recreate medieval combat because it is fun. We "kill" our 
friends because it is fun. Wearing a three-weapons mask is fun. Holding a 
fancy rapier with a wire wrap hilt is fun. Knowing we are honorable fenc-
ers is fun. Coming off the field, sweating, after fighting hard in a bar-room 
brawl is fun. At least it should be. Fencing can be frustrating at times, 
because all of us want to become better fencers, win the fight, or kill that 
one person once in a while. If you find yourself getting discouraged, try re-
adjusting your attitude. Remember why we’re here. Being a member of the 
Order of the Rose isn’t about winning. It’s about having a good time.

Skill
Though we rank skill last in the “Levels of Importance,” it is still important 
enough to make the list. Everyone who becomes a member of Order of the 
Rose dreams of becoming a Master Swordsman. We train every week in 
hopes that we may become great fencers. The pursuit of swordsmanship 
should never come before safety, honor, or a good attitude, but it is a noble 
endeavor, and the feeling of having delivered a successful “kill” is intoxi-
cating. Take your lessons in swordsmanship seriously. With practice and 
determination you can improve your fencing skills. With increased skill, 
you can feel more confident in dueling and melee fights, and your enjoy-
ment level in the Order of the Rose will grow. Being a skillful fencer will 
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help you have fun, but it can’t replace it. Also, remember that becoming a 
skillful fencer takes time and hard work. Don’t expect to pick up a sword 
and win every fight. You can learn more from a lost fight than an easy win. 
Learn from your losses. Work hard. Feel confident that you will become a 
Master Swordsman.

Basics of Dueling
Now that we know how to move and block, we can start working on attack-
ing and the basics of dueling. Dueling is the heart of fencing and you’ll be 
doing it for as long as you fence.

Procedure
In most duels, two opponents will start by saluting each other. This gesture 
can be a simple sword salute,a basic bow or a nod of the head. You may 
develop some fancy sword flourish or chest pounding with a curtsy if you 
desire. This salute is the way to acknowledge your opponent and declare 
that you’re ready to begin. After the salutes have been given the fight may 
begin. Duels can end very quickly or they may take quite awhile. A duel 
only ends when a successful strike has landed and been called good or one 
opponent yields the match to the other. Whoever landed the strike and 
killed their opponent is the victor. 

It is possible to end up with a double kill. This happens when both op-
ponents land successful strikes simultaneously. In this situation, you can 
either call off the duel or fight again. It’s up to you. The set up for a duel is 
simple, but it provides some of the most intense. fun, and skillful fencing 
you will experience.

Safety in Dueling
There are some safety concerns to keep in mind during a duel:

• You are responsible for your safety and the safety of those around you. Be 
aware of what you’re doing. Help others to fight safely as well. Always fight 
in an area that is not putting others at risk of swinging blades and injuries.

• Be aware of what is around you and your opponent. Inform your oppo-
nent if they will be walking out of bounds, into tree, or any other possibly 
hazardous terrain. Be on the look out for bystanders, especially children, 
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who may unknowingly enter your dueling area. Always be ready to pause 
the fight to be safe.

• In the event that your tip is trapped in your opponent’s hilt or your hilts 
lock together, instead of ripping whatever is trapped apart, simply call a 
Hold. Pause for a moment and resolve the matter. If it was your tip that was 
trapped, check that it’s still firmly secure to your blade. We don’t want a 
Rubber Tip to pop off and someone to really to get impaled.

• Finally, we’re not really trying to kill our opponent by stabbing through 
them. Always be aware of how hard your shots are and calibrate them, so 
you’re not really hurting anyone.

The Honor System
In the Order of the Rose, we rely on the Honor System for taking and 
landing all shots. It’s the only way this sport works. We don’t have the 
electronic buzzer, so we have to do it ourselves. That means take your shots 
and acknowledge them loudly to your opponent. It is up to you and your 
opponent to call successfully landed strikes. It is your responsibility to call 
the strikes that land on you. If you have been stabbed with enough pressure 
to be considered a kill, you must declare it. It is not your responsibility to 
tell your opponent when you successfully hit them because youmay not 
know what really happened.

On your honor call shots landed on you and leave it to your opponent's 
honor to call what happens to them. If it does become a consistent concern, 
then politely bring it up with the individual or one of the Officers.

It is also on your honor to tell your opponent when one of your strikes 
wasn’t good. Sometimes we call strijes we feel when in reality the shot was 
more of a slap instead of point in. Be honorable and tell your opponent 
when your strike wasn't good. Your opponent will really appreciate the 
honesty and will be glad to continue the fight.

The more we fence, the more our honor should increase. Additionally, 
being an honorable fencer mean more than just taking your shots. It’s how 
you treat your opponents on and off the field. Treat others kindly. Take the 
Higher Road. Always assume the best intentions. How you treat others 
reflects on your honor and our honor as a Company.
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One Ask, One Tell
Sometimes we’re not quite sure what happened in a fight. Our gear limits 
our visibility and our ability to accurately feel what surface of that sword 
has hit us. This is where the One Ask, One Tell rule comes in. If we are 
unsure and we feel it necessary to ask our opponent what happened or 
if a shot was good, this is the one and only time you ask in this instance. 
Your opponent is now responsible to make the call. You have passed on 
your call to them. They now decide what happened and tell you once with 
something simple like a “Yes, it was good” or “No, it wasn't”. Whatever the 
response is it’s on our honor to take it without argument.

Questions
1. What are the Four Levels on Importance?
2. How do you start a Duel?
3. What is the Honor System?
4. Who should declare valid shots?
5. What is One Ask, One Tell?
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Taking Shots
Taking Kills
Remember the 2nd level of importance. If you receive a shot that you be-
lieve to be good – take it as a kill. If you aren’t sure, ask your opponent and 
allow them to make the call. If they call the shot good, take it. If you think 
they is wrong, take the kill anyway and discuss it after the fight is done.

Giving Shots
Be honorable about giving shots. Do not allow an opponent to take a shot 
you know to be invalid. If they call “dead” and you know you haven’t killed 
them, tell them and continue the fight.

Speak Loudly 
If you are killed, call out “Dead!” loudly and clearly, and either fall to the 
ground, or exit the field.

Positive Pressure
In Fencing, we’re not actually trying to kill anyone and no one wants to 
get hurt. That’s why a shot only has to give positive pressure to be valid. 
Positive Pressure, in other words, is enough pressure that you can feel it 
through your clothes without hurting. If you feel anything that could have 
been a valid shot, even if you’re unsure, call yourself dead and let your 
opponent tell you otherwise.

Kill Zones
Anytime you take a shot to any of the following areas, you are “dead,” and 
loose the fight.

• Head
• Neck
• Torso
• Groin

These are shown by the dark grey areas in the following image or as list-
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ed below. When “dead” it is best to acknowledge it vocally and loudly by 
declaring yourself “Dead!”.

Hand Shots and Arm Shots/Staples
In fencing, it is possible to get wounded but still continue fighting. If you’re 
stabbed anywhere below the wrist, you lose the use of that hand. If you’re 
stabbed anywhere between your wrist and your shoulder, you lose the use 
of that arm. If you lose an arm or a hand, you may continue to fight, but 
must remember the following:

• If you lose a hand, you may still use your arm to block shots, but you 
must ball you fingers into a fist and may not use your hand or fingers. If 
you lose a hand and then are stabbed again in the same hand, you lose your 
arm. 

• If you lose an arm, you must place the arm behind your back and cannot 
use it during the rest of the fight.

• It is completely possible to lose both of your arms and be left completely 
defenseless. At this point, it is up to you to yield the fight to your opponent 
or take a “kill”.
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• If your hand or arm blocks a “point-in” shot that would ordinarily have 
skewered your body, this is called a Staple — your opponent’s sword has 
stapled your limb to your body, and simultaneously killed you. You are 
dead.

Taking Legs
If you take a shot to the legs, you are not dead. You must either sit or go 
down on your knees or call yourself dead immediately. When taking or 
loosing legs, there are a few things to remember:

• If you take your opponents legs, allow him to kneel or sit, and ask them, 
“Are you comfortable?” and allow them to answer before you proceed with 
the fight.

• If you are “legged,” you cannot move from the spot where you have fallen 
or rise up to a standing knee position. You are allowed to rotate in the same 
spot, though.

• For safety and realism, If you loose one leg, you cannot hop. Realistically, 
the pain would be too excruciating. From a saftey perspective, you'd be 
unbalanced and out of control, plus your footwork would be non-existent.

Questions
1. What is positive pressure?
2. What are the kill zones?
3. What is a staple?
4. What is the procedure for losing a leg?
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Basic Attacks
Performing and landing a successful attack is a thrill. After focusing on 
your defense, moving on to your offense is the next logical step. The goal of 
each attack is to tag your opponent with enough positive pressure for them 
to feel it through their armor without hurting them. Everywhere on your 
opponent is a valid target except your opponent's back. You should never 
attack your opponent from behind until you’ve been trained on proper 
Death from Behind (DFB)

How to Attack
Start out in basic stance, your sword on line with your opponent. When 
you decide to strike, start by reaching out with your arm until your arm is 
fully extended. Your arm and sword should be pointed towards your target. 
In the event that you still have a few inches left before landing your shot, 
use your feet to move in instead of reaching. You want to extend quickly, 
but with control. You can also twist your wrist toward your body to in-
crease accuracy.

Things to Remember

• When you hold your rapier, keep the point, or “tip,” of the rapier on line 
with the middle of your opponent’s chest. You don’t always have the entire 
blade on line. Just the tip. This will allow you to “aim and shoot” more ac-
curately, and is called “Point Control.” Whether or not the attack is success-
ful, always bring your point back on line.

• When attacking, don’t aim to stab through your opponent. Instead, aim 
to touch or “tag” the other person with enough pressure that they can feel 
it through their clothing, but not enough to hurt.

Disengage
After you’ve gotten a basic attack figured out, you can begin working on 
the idea of a disengage. A disengage is moving the tip of your sword from 
one side your opponent’s sword to the other. Simply put, a disengage is 
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dropping your tip down and around your opponent’s blade. Try to keep the 
motion as small as possible. After performing a disengage is a great time to 
initiate an attack and strike out.

Questions
1. What is positive pressure?
2. When should you have your point on line?
3. How do you perform a disengage?
4. What is the only area you should never directly attack?
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Breaking Shots
If you remember the 4 levels of importance, you’ll recall that the first level 
is Safety. Our primary concern is keeping everyone safe and making sure 
no one gets hurt. That doesn’t mean hard shots won’t happen. We just want 
to keep hard shots to a minimum.

There are two aspects to consider that prevent us from hitting too hard: 
Gauging & Breaking our shots. 

Gauging Shots
Gauging our shots means doing our very best not to hit too hard before we 
strike. Breaking a shot means diverting a hard shot after we strike. It’s more 
important to learn how not to throw hard shots in the first place than it is 
to learn how to break a shot, but we still need to learn what to do in the 
event that a hard shot occurs. Remember not throwing a hard shot is a lot 
easier than breaking a shot.

Principles of Gauging a Shot
• We’re only aiming to touch the person with positive pressure. It may have 
been historically accurate and what swords are designed to do, but we are 
not trying to kill each other. 

• Fully extend your arm and then make contact with the tip of your blade. 
If you can fully extend your arm before you make contact the speed and 
force will be gone. This is one of the best ways to keep yourself from giving 
hard shots.

• Do your best to extend your blade using just your arm. One of the biggest 
concentrations of muscle in your body is around your shoulders. Do not 
wind up your shots like you were throwing a baseball. 

• Try to judge when your opponent or you will be changing distance and 
adapt accordingly. Sometimes we receive or give hard shots because one or 
both of the fighters moved closer as the shot was being thrown. The best 
way to avoid that is to be aware of the fight. 
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• Most hard shots are simply accidents. You’re going to give hard shots 
and you’re going to receive hard shots. Instead of getting upset about the 
accident, assume the best intention. Assume that it really was an accident 
and that they weren’t trying to hurt you. If you give a hard shot, apologize. 
If there is a consistent problem of receiving hard shots from another fencer, 
ask an Officer for help. Assume the best intention, talk to an Officer, and 
don’t fight that person until you calm down.

Breaking Shots
The purpose of breaking a shot is to take away all the energy from your 
shot and redirect it somewhere else. When you realize you've thrown a 
hard shot there are 3 ways we can break the shot and redirect the energy.

Wrist Break
The first place we can redirect the energy in our shot is into our wrist, or by 
"breaking our wrist". Do this by simply bending your wrist in a different di-
rection from the angle you initially struck. Your hilt ends up somewhere to 
the side of the fight creating an angle between where your sword is point-
ing and where your arm is.

Arm Break
The next break comes into play when a simple wrist break isn’t enough to 
diffuse a hard shot. Before we were bending just our wrist. Now, we’ll have 
to bend both our wrist and our arm at the elbow. Adding a second bend 
allows you to take even more energy away from the shot.

Full Break
If find yourself in a position where these two breaks do not prevent a hard 
shot, the third and final break should be enough. The Full Break is used 
in situations where your opponent has practically run at you or lunged 
towards you as you’ve thrown a shot. In this situation break your wrist and 
arm, but as your opponent get closer to you pull your hilt behind you as far 
as you can reach. At the same time, twist your torso in the direction you’re 
pulling your sword making the break reach even further. In this position, 
your point should nearly be even with your torso and you'll be face to face 
with your opponent.
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Exercise
The best way to learn any principle is by applying it in practice. Breaking 
shots is an exercise you can do by yourself at home or during practice. 
Begin by finding a wall and practice making all of the different types of 
breaks. Change how close your are to the wall, so you have to adjust to 
continue hitting the wall softly. 

To practice gauging your shots, hang a tennis ball at torso height. Practice 
touching the ball with just enough pressure to move it. If the ball goes 
flying, you’ll know you’ve just thrown a hard shot and you'll need to gauge 
your shot.

Questions
1. What does it mean to gauge our shots? 
2. How do we break our shots?
3. What’s the best way to prevent throwing a hard shot?
4. What do we do if we receive a hard shot?
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Basics of Melee
In the Order of the Rose we do more than dueling. We also do a lot of 
Melee, which is group fighting. We go out on the field or in the woods to 
fight on a team and achieve exciting objectives. Before you can join in a 
Melee with us we need to go through some things that will help make your 
experience safer and more enjoyable.

Engagement
When we talk about engagement or “engaging your opponent”, we’re 
referring to the moment you start a fight with another person or group. 
This could be when your swords cross, when you make eye contact and go 
enguard, or when you strike at your opponent. It’s when you know you’re 
about to fight someone. There’s a few things you need to know when you 
want to engage with someone.

The 180 Rule 
This is the rule that simply means, attack the person from the front. The 
idea is that when you engage with someone, they should be able to see you. 
Whether it’s in their main line of sight, or through their peripheral vision. 
Your engagement should start from that position and you shouldn’t move 
into their “180” after you attack.

Don’t Run into a Fight 
This falls under the “Don’t Be Stupid” rule. We never want to run into an 
engagement. It’s unsafe and hard to control. If you want to run, run be-
tween fights where there is plenty of space between you and other people. 
As you get closer to someone, slow down to a controlled walk. This allows 
you to start our fights in a safe and controlled manner.

Hold
We’ve already gone over Holding several times in previous lessons. Please 
remember that in both duels and melees, the term “Hold” is to be used to 
immediately pause a fight or scenario to resolve a safety problem or other 
issue. In melees, we add that upon hearing a call for hold, you loudly repeat 
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the call and take a knee, unless you are the person who called the hold, 
until all fencers have stopped fighting. This allows the origin of the Hold to 
be clearly seen and dealt with.

Being Aware of Your Surroundings
Safety is our number one concern, and since we don’t fight on a padded 
strip, our surroundings can be a concern to our safety. We always want 
to fight others in a safe environment. As we fight, we should be aware of 
where we are standing and what is around us. Don’t try to fight your oppo-
nent if they are in a place that would be hazardous for them to fight back 
safely. Warn your opponent if they are near an edge or about to back into a 
tree. This includes reminding any opponents if they are nearing the "edge 
fo the world" or the boundaries of the playing field. Be aware and be safe.

Quick Calls on Shots
It’s been mentioned that when we’re fighting and we are hit, it’s our duty to 
loudly declare ourselves dead. We need to be quick in our declaration. As 
soon as we feel it, there should be a call. This allows fights to be much more 
fluid and will avoid delayed deaths. That’s when someone is hit and then 
five seconds later, they call themselves dead. With everything that happens 
in fencing, it’s understandable because there is a lot going on, but our aim 
is to be as quick as we can with calling our shots.

Being on a Team
Whenever you are in a Melee, you’ll be on a team. It could be just two peo-
ple or a group of 20. Either way, you need to work with your team. There 
will be Commanders and objectives and the situation will be intense. Try 
not to get overwhelmed. Find a buddy. Work with others. This will allow 
you to know what is going on during the fight. Make sure you listen to all 
the directions for how to complete the objective. If you do these things you 
will be an asset to your team and you will have more fun.
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Basics of a Melee
Every melee is made up of similar parts. The following are some of the 
common parts of every melee you participate in. Specifics for any given 
Melee will be explained to the group prior to the "Lay On", which is the 
term we use to say "Go". Make sure that you pay attention during the ex-
planation. If you missed something, find someone on your team to explain 
the details you missunderstood when the presenter is done. Not during the 
explanation.

Objectives
Every Melee has an objective. The objective is how you win the battle and 
there can be more than one. Some great examples are capture a point, last 
man standing, or even find the hidden item.

Rez’s & Rez Points
It would be great to have enough people for huge armies, but our numbers 
tend to be limited. Individual fights tend to be over quickly and we want 
everyone to continue participating until the melee is over. That’s why we 
have Rez’s a.k.a extra lives. Everyone will be given a certain amount of 
Rez’s at the beginning of the Melee and it’s up to you to keep track of how 
many you have left and the length of time it takes to Rez. There are also Rez 
Points which are predetermined locations that you must return to after you 
die to use one of your Rez’s.

Edge of the World
Melees can be done in any safe area and will change from melee to melee. 
Edge of the World is just our term for the boundaries of a fight. This way 
everyone stays in a designated area and no one can stray too far from the 
fighting. The Edge of the World will be specified during the explanation 
of the Melee. In the event that you or someone else strays too close to the 
Edge of the World, call out by yelling “Edge of the World”. This helps them 
know they are close to going out of bounds. If you do cross out of bounds, 
you typically lose a life and have to return to your Rez Point to start over.

Sides
As in dueling, additional weapons are available on the melee field.  You’ll 
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learn how to use each weapon in future lessons. Below is a list of potential 
sides you might see on the field:

• Daggers
• Deathsticks (Sheaths)
• Bucklers
• Cloaks
• Long Swords
• Two Swords (Case)
• Rubber Band Guns (RBGs)
• Spears

Common Strategies
Outnumber Them Somewhere
If you’re unsure that you can beat a group or even a single fencer, don’t 
go in alone. The best thing to do is wait for back up. It’s only a matter of 
time before you find someone on your team and you can join up. When in 
doubt of where your team mates are, head back to your Rez point or go to 
where you can hear fighting.

Scotland Rules
Scotland Rules is an interesting strategy. It’s the idea that, on the word of 
the Commander, everyone on the team goes into a free for all. Translated 
it means, “Every man for himself!” Now this may sound like a pointless 
tactic, but there is logic behind it. It’s usually a Hail Mary maneuver that 
throws a little chaos into the scenario. On calling Scotland Rules, you hope 
that by dissolving your team as a unit, it will throw off the other team and 
cause them to break apart as well. If that happens, you’re now hoping to 
overpower individuals instead of an entire group.

Leg ’em & Leave ’em
We know that we can stab a person’s legs and cause them to sit down. Most 
of the time, we’ll continue the fight and quickly overpower our legged op-
ponent. Leg ’em & Leave ’em is the strategy that you don’t have to continue 
fighting your legged opponent. This allows you to take individual oppo-
nents out of the fight for a period of time. Usually highly mobile fighters 
can be neutralized by removing their legs and letting them sit away from 
their team. Most scenarios will specify if there is a bleed out time (amount 
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of time before someone can call themselves dead due to “blood loss”) or if 
a team member must come and rescue their legged team mate with a mer-
cy kill. Either way, it gets individuals out of the fight for a period of time.

Questions
1. At what degree can you engage your opponent?
2. At what speed do you engage?
3. What is a Rez?
4. If you don’t know what is going on in a Melee, what do you do?
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Initiate 
Lessons

”The hardest skill to acquire in this sport is the one where 
you compete all out, give it all you have, and you are still 
getting beat no matter what you do. When you have the 
killer instinct to fight through that, it is very special.”

 — Eddie Reese
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Basic Offhand
Unlike Olympic Fencing, we’re able to use our offhand in our fights. Your 
offhand will always be used to refer to your non-dominant hand whether 
it’s holding something or not. In this lesson though, we’ll be talking about 
using our offhand when it’s holding nothing.

Hand Position
The basic position for your hand is very similar to how you hold your 
sword. You want your hand out in front of your chest. Your elbow pointing 
slightly out and bent a little. Your offhand is a defensive tool and it needs to 
be in a place where it can provide protection to your more vital areas like 
your head and torso.

Windshield
The most basic method in using your offhand is to think of your hand as a 
Windshield Wiper. It’s going to move in an arc and it’s going to push sword 
blades away from your body. From the starting position, it’ll either move 
in an upward arc to push incoming blades away or it’ll move down. Your 
offhand is always going to try and push blades out and away from you so 
they can’t stab you. Do your very best to not push any incoming attacks 
across your body.

No Grabbing
We never want to grab an opponent’s blade with our offhand. As it is in our 
group, if you do catch yourself grabbing blades, you can either lose your 
hand or take it as a kill and yield the fight to your opponent. It’s on your 
Honor. If you’re having trouble grabbing blades try this tip. Keep it as rigid 
as possible with your fingers together. It really does help.

Maintain Contact
When you use your offhand, you don’t want to smack the blade away. You 
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want to push it. You’ll be able to feel their blade against your hand and 
push it wherever you want. By maintaining contact, you’ll have more con-
trol be able to defend yourself better.

Beware of Draw Cuts
Using your hand to control an opponent's blade is a great advantage, but 
you can risk losing your hand if your opponent attempts a Draw Cut. A 
Draw Cut is when your opponent uses the edge of their blade to "cut" in-
stead of stab. If your opponent attempts such a maneuver, you can attempt 
to follow the blade with your hand and eliminate the slicing motion or 
push the blade away from you to eliminate contact.

Exercise
Grab a partner and fight with only your hands. Try to survive as long as 
you can. Switch back and forth. Try only using one hand at a time. Try to 
control your opponents blades as well. The variations are endless and it’s a 
good work out.

Questions
1. What should you do if you grab someone’s blade?
2. What is the basic position for your offhand?
3. What is your offhand compared to?
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Block / Attack Combos
Our overall goal in this lesson is to learn what should come after a block 
and that is an attack. After each block is an attack that follows what your 
wrist would want to do naturally.

Blocks 1 & 2
If you remember, Blocks 1 & 2 start out by dropping the tip of your blade 
to the floor, straight down. The back of your hand is facing your opponent. 
Then you move hilt and blade to the left or right, keeping the blade perpen-
dicular with the ground.

Now the attack that follows Block 1 is simply twirling your point back-
wards, back up and around to fall down into your opponent.

Block 2, on the other hand is just popping your blade up and into your 
opponent’s gut from it’s position pointing at the ground.

Blocks 3 & 4
Remember that Blocks 3 & 4 will be the blocks you use the most. They are 
the blocks where you move your hilt across your body to the left or right, 
keeping the tip of your blade pointed at your opponent.

The Attacks that follow Blocks 3 & 4 are just mirror images of each other. 
After you block an attack, you simply extend your arm in a basic attack 
while sliding your blade and hilt along their blade. If you kept your point 
on line, your tip should move right into their chest.

Block 5
Block 5 is the one to use when shots are coming from above, toward your 
head. You end up with your arm raised. The point of your blade pointing 
over your opponent’s shoulder. The blade’s edge facing the sky. If you did all 
of that correctly, the simplest movement to do is to let your point fall down 
into your opponent. You may have to swing your point back on line.
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Block 6
This is your quillon block. It comes after a Block 4 and when their blade 
slides past your hilt, you twist your wrist to trap their blade. The idea for 
the attack that follows Block 6 is that their blade is trapped and as you slide 
your blade up, their blade will remain trapped.

Blocks 7 & 8
These blocks start out by dropping the tip of your blade toward the floor 
in a swinging motion. A down and out kind of action, either to the left or 
right. Both use the same attack and it’s simply hinging your wrist to pop 
the tip of your blade back up into their gut.

Block THEN Attack
Always remember to Block AND THEN Attack. If you don’t successfully 
block the shot aimed to kill you, you’ll just end up dead. So always remem-
ber to block first and practice making a smooth transition into the follow-
ing attack.

Exercise
The exercise that goes with this lesson is to simply go through each block 
one by one and practice making the correct attack that follows. Increase 
speed as you get more comfortable with it or even respond to random 
shots. Afterwards, you can fight your opponent where only attacks that 
come from blocks count.
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Multiple Attacks
In every fight, the more attacks we can make the more likely we will be 
able to break through our opponents defenses and land a shot. Learning to 
attack more than once is a crucial step in your fencing progress.

Multiple Strikes
The first thing we have to do is to get out of the habit of only striking once 
on any given attempt. Meaning that on any offensive effort, we should be 
striking 2, 3, even 4 times before resetting in our ready position. To do this, 
it helps to keep your point extended during the offensive effort and not pull 
it all the way back to ready position. So instead of 1 full strike, you’re doing 
many small extensions of your blade to try to get past their defenses.

Attack Different Areas
Something that you want to avoid is what we call the “Sewing Machine”. 
The Sewing Machine is when a fighter is caught in a rhythm of throwing 
shots one after the other, but only in a straight line. Sort of like the needle 
of a sewing machine. The Sewing Machine effect does increase the number 
of shots thrown, but it becomes incredibly predictable and easy to block 
again and again. It also leads to harder shots and you can end up hurting 
your opponent. So instead of relying on the Sewing machine technique, we 
recommend that you learn to attack different areas. For example, you can 
initially aim for the torso, then the head, and then drop down to the arm. 
The benefits for attacking different areas, is it makes it more difficult for 
your opponent to block each consecutive strike. The harder it is for them, 
the more likely they’ll miss a shot and you’ll land a blow.

Exercise
Like always, these exercises are usually done in pairs. What you do is take 
turns striking and blocking. You will strike at your opponent with 3 con-
secutive attempts while he only tries to block them. Then you switch. He’ll 
strike at you, while you block. The goal is to practice striking multiple 
times and getting past the blocks.
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Fight
If you want to go to the next level, grab a partner and fight with these con-
ditions. You will take turns being either offensive or defensive. When you’re 
offensive you will strike at your opponent as many times as it takes to land 
a shot. Being on defense means that you can only block and cannot strike 
back. Do this in various speeds for practice.

Questions
1. What technique should you avoid?
2. Should you attack the same area every time?
3. How many strikes should we make on any given offensive effort?
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Range & Dominace
Range and Placement are fancy terms to describe the distance between 
you and your opponent physically (Placement) and the maximum distance 
you can have between your opponent and still able to land a killing shot 
(Range).

Starting Placement
Starting Placement is where you are when you’ve engaged with an oppo-
nent. That moment when you acknowledge you’re going to cross blades 
and attempt to kill one another. This could be one of three places:

Out of Range
This is where you’re far enough from your opponent that neither one of 
you could successfully hit the other. Starting here means that you’ll need to 
close the distance separating you to try and kill your opponent.

In Range
This Starting Placement is where most duels begin. You and your opponent 
are close enough that either are able to make a successful kill. Being in this 
position gives you the best options in a fight, but remember that it is the 
same for your opponent.

Close Range
This Placement is when you’ve moved past the maximum distance needed 
to kill your opponent. Being in this Placement limits your sword’s effec-
tiveness and range of motion. Daggers thrive in this Placement and you 
shouldn’t be in this Placement for very long.

Whichever Placement you find yourself in, you have to make a decision: 
Do I remain in this Placement? If no, which of the other two should I move 
into? Most fights are fought primarily in the Second Placement: In Range. 
This is because both fighters are comfortable and able to engage the other 
as they see fit. It’s not a bad place to be in. Just remember that whatever you 
can do to your opponent, they can do to you.
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Finding Your Range
In Range is where we want to be. It’s that line between being able to hit 
your opponent or not. So what you need to figure out now is what your 
range is. You do this by putting your tip on a training partner or a wall 
and moving backwards until you can’t touch them anymore. Make sure to 
incorporate your lunge as well. You’ve now figured out your range.

Maneuvering into Range
When you’re maneuvering into range, you want to do it safely. The best way 
is by gaining dominance and addressing your opponent’s blade. Those are 
fancy terms for pushing your opponent’s sword out of the way while you 
move in closer. You never want to move into range without making sure 
your opponent isn’t going to stab you. Put your sword between you and 
your opponent’s sword and push it out of the way with the true edge. Then 
make sure you move in quickly and then get back out.

Maneuvering out of Range
Moving out of range or close range is known as disengaging. Your primary 
goal is to get away from your opponent and reset. Make sure that as you 
move away from your opponent that you keep your point on line and are 
ready to block any attacks. You could even throw a “fading” shot, which is 
an attack as you retreat. A effective disengage will be quick and get you out 
of range into a defensive position.

Exercise
A good exercise to practice utilizing this principle is to set up in all 3 
ranges in separate fights. The focus is to notice what must be done to get a 
successful kill in each range, ways to transition between Placements, as well 
as recognizing the different styles of fighting that occur in each range.
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Questions
1. What range are most fights fought in?
2. How do you find your range?
3. When is a time that you are very open to attacks?
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Draw & Tip Cuts
Hacking and slashing is not allowed, but cutting your opponent by sliding 
either the edge of your blade or the tip of your sword across your oppo-
nent’s body is.

Draw Cuts
Draw cuts are when you slide the edge of our blade at least 6" across any 
part of your opponent’s body with a constant pressure. If all three of those 
criteria are met, than the draw counts as a kill or a wound depending on 
the location of the draw. Draw cuts follow the same kill zones as strikes.

To perform a draw cut safely, never hack into your opponent before per-
forming a draw cut. Always lay your blade on your opponent and then 
perform the draw cut.

Tip Cuts
Tip cuts are very similar to Draw Cuts, except that they use the tip of your 
sword instead of the edge. The same three criteria apply to a tip cut: At 
least 6" of contact pressure across your opponent’s body counts as a kill or 
wound.

Pay Attention
You need to make sure that all three criteria are met before allowing some-
one to take a kill or wound for a cut. Make sure that there was at least 6" 
of draw. Make sure that there was constant pressure and that your sword 
wasn’t bouncing around. Make sure that you were using the edge and not 
the flat side of your blade. If you notice that something was wrong, tell 
your opponent that it wasn’t good.

If you are on the receiving end of a draw or tip cut and are not sure on what 
happened, call the draw good. Let your opponent tell you if it wasn’t good.
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Questions
1. What 3 criteria make a valid Draw/Tip Cut?
2. What’s the difference between a Draw/Tip Cut?
3. If you receive a Draw/Tip Cut and are unsure if it was good, what do you 
do?
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4 Types of Fencers
There are 4 types of fencers. Each one is a little different and every fenc-
er falls into one of these categories and they all have their strengths and 
weaknesses. Try to recognize what type you fall into and how you would 
describe other fencers. The 4 types are: Runner, Charger, Blocker, & Shifter.

Runner
Runners are mostly reactionary. They usually don’t have a strong attack or 
an outstanding defense, but their main targets are arms and legs. Runners 
are incredibly mobile fencers and don’t like to stand and fight if they don’t 
have too. They are great at hit and run strategies.

Signs of a Runner

• Leaning back.
• Maintaining “too much” distance (too far away to engage).
• Jumpy
• Excessive retreat from slow advance or slow simple attacks.
• No blade work.
• Always moving

Fighting a Runner

The main thing to do when fighting a Runner is to corner them and elim-
inate any escape routes. If you can, take out their legs and get rid of their 
ability to move all together

Charger
Chargers are predominantly aggressive fencers and want to end fight as 
quickly as possible. They attack early and they attack often. Chargers want 
to get in close and get in your face during a fight.
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Signs of a Charger

• Weight shift forward.
• Head bobbing forward and down.
• Tensing of shoulders, hips, or neck (sometimes all three).
• Sudden intake of breath.
• Holding breath.
• Stomp.
• Heel or toe pop (lifting off the ground).
• Some chargers will adjust their blade position (e.g., drop to a low guard 
or take the tip off-line).

Fighting a Charger

The best thing to do when fighting a Charger is to prepare for the inevita-
ble rush attack. Watch for signs that they are about to move in and as they 
do, move back and cushion the charge with range and an attack.

Blocker
Blockers are predominantly defensive. They like to stand and fight. Their 
blocks will be very strong and they tend to use very little footwork. They 
are very good at Block/Attack Combos and will return any attack very 
quickly.

Signs of a Blocker

• Shoulders “squaring up” under strong attack.
• Weight setting.
• Stance deepening
• Powerful wrist and arm use during parries and blade work.
• Elbow close to body or “retreating under pressure.”
• Not advancing and/or re-engaging after your retreat.

Fighting a Blocker

The best way to fight a Blocker is with movement. Moving around a lot and 
creating an opening with your footwork. Surprising the blocker while they 
are distracted or mentally “asleep”, meaning not mentally in the fight, is 
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another great time to attack a Blocker. Just be ready to block quickly after-
wards if your attack fails.

Shifter
Shifters change how they fight all the time. They’re difficult to pin down 
because they are constantly adapting to the situation they are faced with. 
They are very good at hiding their intentions and are proficient in a variety 
of styles.

Signs of a Shifter

• Not consistent
• Change what they’re doing mid-fight
• No two fights are the same

Fighting a Shifter

The best thing to do when fighting a Shifter is to stay focused and do your 
best to analyze the fight as it happens. Watch for openings and take advan-
tage of everything you see.

Questions
1. Which type of Fencer do you think you are?
2. What makes a Runner a Runner?
3. What makes a Charger a Charger?
4. What makes a Blocker a Blocker?
5. What makes a Shifter a Shifter?
6. What are some strategies when fight each of the 4 types of fencer?
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Line Fighting
Line fighting is the core of any typical melee. Line fighting adds a dynamic 
to our fencing experience and can be overwhelming if you’re not used to it.

The Line
Let’s start by looking at the Line itself:

A basic line is made up of individual fencers standing close enough to 
support one another, but with enough room to move around. No matter 
how many fencers each line has, the width of the line should be the same. 
That means the line with the fewer fencers should spread out to match the 
length of the longer line.

Area of Awareness
Fighting in a Line is not like fighting in a duel. You need to broaden your 
awareness to include both the person in front of you and the two people on 
either side. Those three people are your main concern in any line fight.
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You should be aware of the three closest enemy fighters.

Each member of the line should have a broadened Area of Awareness, 
which creates an overlapping effect.
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Cross Shots
During a line fight, you’re not just fighting the person in front of you. 
You’re fighting those to the left and right of whomever is in front of you. 
This creates an opportunity for Cross Shots. A Cross Shot is when you 
strike at an enemy who is not directly in front of you. These are the most 
common causes of death in a Line because a shot from an angle is both 
hard to see coming and defend. So this is where most of your kills will 
come from during a fight.

A Cross Shot is striking at an opponent who is not directly in front of you.

One of the simplest applications of Cross Shots are when you’re opponent 
commits to an attack and strikes at one of your team mates.
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An enemy fighter will strike at your team mate next to you, committing 
themselves and moving into your range. This leaves you a split moment 
where the enemy is close enough that you can reach out and strike, getting 
the kill from an angle.

A word of warning though. Just as the enemy committed to an attack and 
left themselves open to a cross shot from you, you’ll leave yourself open as 
you go in for the kill. This is why team work and defending one another in 
a line is so important. As you commit to an attack, your team mates should 
protect you from incoming cross shots.

The easiest Cross Shot for you to perform is when you follow your sword, 
or in other words, attack the person on your sword’s side. If you’re fighting 
with a sword in your right hand, your primary target should be the per-
son who is to the right of the person in front of you. This is also the safest 
because you have to cross the least amount of distance and you have your 
offhand to defend you against the person across from you.

Reckless or Cowardly Cowboy
When fighting within a Line, each member should stand together as a 
unit and fight as a team. Individuals don’t always do that and we call those 
fencers Cowboys. There are two types of Cowboys: Reckless and Cowardly. 
Each type creates a disadvantage for their team and should be avoided.
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Reckless Cowboy

A Reckless Cowboy will sacrifice themselves for the sake of getting a kill. 
They leave the line and get themselves killed which leaves an opening in 
their line and their teammates weakened.

The Reckless Cowboy jumps out in front of their line trying to get a kill, 
but is quickly eliminated.

Cowardly Cowboy

The Cowardly Cowboy will sacrifice their teammates to stay alive. The 
leave the line and leave their teammates undefended and open for cross 
shots.
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The Cowardly Cowboy jumps back, trying to stay alive, which leaves their 
teammates undefended.

The Key to Fighting in a Line
Working together with your team is the best thing you can do in a line. It 
doesn’t matter if you kill anyone. Talk with your team and work towards a 
goal. Do your best to defend your teammates because they’ll be doing the 
same for you.

Questions
1. Who should you be aware of in a fight?
2. What’s the easiest Cross Shot you can make?
3. What’s the difference between a Reckless and Cowardly Cowboy?
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Two on One Tactics
The simplest melee is when two fencers work together against a single 
opponent. Working together as a team is critical to the success of the pair, 
especially against a more skilled opponent.

Principles to Remember
2 on 1 wins
The goal is to outnumber your opponent. If done correctly, two fencers 
can take out any single fencer no matter the skill level. Never go in alone 
against your opponent. When you attack, attack together.

Keep Together
The first rule is to keep together. You want to stay side by side. Never let 
yourself get directly in front or behind your teammate. Don’t let yourself 
get too far apart. You don’t want to become separated.

Communicate
Communication is key to working together. Talk about what’s going on. It 
doesn’t matter that your opponent can hear you. Always communicate with 
your team mate.

“45” Maneuver
A “45” is a simple maneuver when in a 2 on 1 situation. It’s a coordinated 
effort to split your opponent’s attention by attacking from 2 different direc-
tions. The idea is to separate slightly and attack on a 45 degree angle. A 45 
degree angle from the left and right. This forces your opponent to choose 
one of the directions to defend, leaving the other to go in for the kill. This 
tactic has to be coordinated and synchronized to have full effect. It has to 
be a simultaneous attack. Make sure that you communicate how and when 
you want to initiate a “45” maneuver.
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The typical thing that happens in a 2 on 1 is that the 2 fighters will stick 
together and attack head on. A better tactic would be to split his attention 
and use the 45 maneuver.

Instead of attacking head on, the two fighters attack on a 45 deg. angle to 
split the focus of the individual. He can’t defend both and must choose one 
or the other. This leaves one fighter open to go on for the kill.
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Pivoting
Pivoting is crucial when fighting as a pair against a single fighter. Pivoting 
means rotating together around a central point. This is important because 
an experienced fencer will attempt to position themselves in such a way 
that one fencer is behind another, nullifying the threat of the pair of fenc-
ers. No matter where the single opponent goes, the pair should pivot so 
that they are always side by side and facing their opponent.

Exercise
This exercise is more of a game than an exercise. It’s called “Tag”. Get 
three people, 2 against 1. You then fight. The 2 trying to kill the 1 and the 
1 trying to survive. As soon as one of the 2 kills the lone fighter, roles are 
instantly switched. They become the lone fighter and the other 2 join forces 
to kill them.

Questions
1. What are the principles to remember when fighting 2 on 1?
2. What is the tactic called when you attack from two directions simultane-
ously?
3. How do you perform a “45” maneuver?
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Death from Behind (DFB)
Death from Behind, or DFB for short, is the only technique that will allow 
you to safely kill someone from behind. No one is allowed to perform a 
DFB until they’ve been properly trained on it. It’s important to master this 
technique before performing it due to the increased risk of injury. Even if 
you have been trained on proper DFB you should never perform a DFB 
if you’re uncomfortable with it, in any way. We want this to be safe and 
attacking from the rear leaves an unknowing person vulnerable to spine, 
neck, and head injury. This is serious matter and should never be taken 
lightly.

Proper DFB
DFB’s are not always allowed in every melee. Double check during the 
explanation of the scenario if you’re unsure. If a melee allows Death from 
Behind, a fencer does so by laying the rapier blade over the opponent’s 
shoulder, to at least a third of the blade, while calling “My lord (or lady), 
you’re dead from behind” in a loud, clear voice. Reaching around the neck 
is forbidden. The opponent will be deemed “killed” from the instant the 
blade touches his shoulder and shall not attempt to spin, duck or dodge 
away.

It’s also a good practice to gently put your hand up to their back in case 
they are startled by the kill and jump backwards. It’s a precaution.

Proper Things in a DFB
Here are some of the things you should always do in a DFB:

• When nearing someone else from behind, we should always have our 
sword pointed up, away from their back. We don’t want to risk striking 
their spine. Never have your sword down when you’re getting ready to 
perform a DFB.

• Move slowly and carefully as your near your target. Never run to get a 
DFB. 
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• You want to keep your point in the air and your quillons pointed out to 
the sides. If they are pointed toward your opponent’s back there is a danger 
they could jump back into them.

• If they are relatively still and calm, than they are a good target for a DFB. 
If they are jumping around wildly and never stay in the same place for 
more than a moment, they are a bad target.

• Even if you have two blades or sword and dagger, you can only ever 
perform one DFB with one blade at a time. That means that we don’t lay a 
blade on each shoulder of one person. Nor do we use both of our blades to 
DFB two people standing next to each other.

• When performing a DFB, remain behind your opponent until the DFB is 
completed. We never reach around their neck to perform a draw cut.

Receiving a DFB
Once the blade has touched our shoulder, we should consider ourself dead. 
We should also restrain our reaction to spin around and defend ourself. 
Even if you spin around to defend yourself before they lay the sword on 
your shoulder, consider yourself dead for honor’s sake.

Barbecue

When you’re dead or are in the process of going to the Rez point, the dead 
shouldn’t talk. But you are allowed to make a death cry as your opponent 
kills you. For this reason, we use the word ‘BBQ’ as a universal term mean-
ing “I was just killed from behind, watch out!” Use it to let your teammates 
know what just happened.

Exercise
Practice in a controlled setting. Practice going through the actions on 
someone standing still, until you’ve got it down. Then practice finding an 
opportunity to perform a DFB in a controlled fight between two other peo-
ple. Remember to only use DFB when you feel comfortable. 
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Questions
1. When are you allowed to do a DFB?
2. What is the one word phrase we use after being killed from behind?
3. What are some of the things we should never do while performing a 
DFB?
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Novice
Lessons

”Fencing is a game of living chess, a match where reflexes 
only work in combination with intent, and mind and body 
must work together at every moment.”

 — V. E. Schwab
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Main Gauche (Dagger)
A Dagger is probably the most widely used offensive side there is. It has 
amazing defensive power while still being able to kill your opponent. 
Translated from French, “Main Gauche” means “Left Hand”. Having a dag-
ger turns your left hand from just a hand to a threatening weapon.

Using a Dagger
Even though a Dagger is an offensive side, it should never replace your 
sword. Your sword is your main weapon and your dagger is there to help 
as defense. The most basic way we do that is by turning your dagger into 
a “Wiper Blade”. It’s going to move in an arc and push sword blades away 
from your body. From the same starting position as your basic offhand, the 
dagger will either move in an upward arc to push incoming blades away 
or it’ll move down. Your dagger is always going to try and push blades out 
and away from you so they can’t stab you. The key is to maintain contact on 
their blade. This allows you to have continuous control of your opponent’s 
blade.

In Close Kill
If you ever do plan on using your dagger offensively, you have to under-
stand that you’re going to be in close. We can kill our opponent easily in 
two ways: Point in or Draw Cut.

Point In is just like with a regular sword but with a dagger. The point needs 
to make contact with enough pressure to be considered a kill. Keep in 
mind though, that with a short blade there’s less give and it’s easier to give a 
hard shot or bend the blade.

Draw Cut would be slicing your opponent, in other words. You lay the edge 
of the blade on your opponent’s body and slide it at least 6" for a full draw. 
You also need to have consistent pressure or it doesn’t count as a kill.
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Refused Stance
Refused Stance is a variation of the basic stance. The basic stance is when 
you have your dominant foot and arm forward in the offensive position. 
Refuse switches your dominant foot and arm to the back, placing it in a de-
fensive position. This also means your non-dominant side is now forward. 
You don’t need a dagger to switch to this stance, but with a dagger you can 
clearly see the effects. In refuse, you’re dagger will be out in front ready to 
defend. Your sword will be further back, away from any interference from 
your opponent. The idea is that your dagger will do most of the work until 
you see an opportunity to step in and engage your sword. Cons of using 
the Refuse stance are things such as turning yourself into a very defensive 
fighter and pulling your sword out of the general exchange of blows.

Exercise
Now it’s time to pick up a dagger and go to work. The best exercise to 
become familiar with the dagger is to start out on defense. Find a partner 
and let them make shots at you, while you defend with your dagger. Focus 
on pushing their blade out and away from you, while maintaining contact. 
Notice that your sword can remain free for offensive strikes after you’ve 
blocked an incoming shot. After you have a good handle on defending, 
change the exercise to a fight. Fight some bouts in the basic stance and 
some in Refused. Try to notice the change in offensive and defense. Find 
opportunities to move in close and dispatch your opponent with your 
dagger.

Questions
1. What’s the primary purpose of a Dagger?
2. What is using a Dagger compared to?
3. What variation of the basic stance is more defensive?
4. How do you kill your opponent with a Dagger without hurting them?
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Deathstick (Sheath)
A deathstick is our group’s term for a baton or sheath used as a defensive 
side. It’s a rigid parrying device, roughly the same size as a sword.

Fighting with a Deathstick
Because the deathstick has no offensive capabilities it is used for defense 
only. It is stronger than a sword when performing blocks and can take 
control of your opponent’s sword when used to push their blade away. All 
blocks that can be performed with your sword can be performed with a 
deathstick. When using a deathstick try to always block with your death-
stick and attack quickly with your sword after.

Fighting against a Deathstick
Because your opponent’s deathstick is stronger than your sword, you want 
to be careful not to let your sword get over powered. If your opponent 
tries to push your sword away, retreat and recover your sword before you 
get trapped. Your opponent’s hand holding the deathstick is a great target 
because it is typically undefended. Overall, treat the deathstick the same as 
you would a sword, except don’t forget that your opponent’s sword is what 
can kill you.

Questions
1. What are the differences between a deathstick and a sword?
2. What’s the best target to aim for when fighting against a deathstick?
3. What is the main goal of a deathstick?
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Buckler
A buckler is a small shield varied in shape and size with a grip or handle on 
the back. It is designed to be held in your off hand and used defensively to 
block, and deflect incoming shots. When used properly it is a quick defen-
sive tool that is very effective in disrupting your opponent's strikes.

Fighting with a Buckler
A buckler is a shield and it should be used to shield you from incoming 
shots. Make sure to hold the buckler as far in front of you to maximize 
the area of defensive coverage by creating a defensive cone. The further 
away the buckler is, the more area it actually covers. The buckler is held by 
a handle and will deflect most incoming shots depending on what angle 
you are holding it. When blocking, try to angle the buckler to deflect shots 
away from you.

Fighting against a Buckler
A buckler offers a lot of protection, despite the size. When fighting against 
a buckler, watch for openings or blind spots created by the buckler. The 
side of your opponent that is holding the buckler will have more blind 
spots because the buckler will block their view. The side of your opponent 
without the buckler will have more openings because they will be focusing 
their efforts to defend their other side. If you do hit the buckler, try to push 
passed it and deflect your shot into your opponent without giving a hard 
shot.

Questions
1. How should you hold a buckler?
2. Which way should you deflect incoming shots? How?
3. What side of your opponent will create more blindspots?
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Cloak
A cloak is a weighted sheet of fabric that is used as a defensive side to trap 
and entangle your opponent’s blade. It is also puncture resistant to block 
incoming shots.

Fighting with a Cloak
The Cloak is a very difficult defensive side to use effectively. The cloak 
relies on your ability to spin and flick the fabric at the right time to block 
or wrap around an incoming blade. It is held in your hand at arms length 
with the fabric draping down. If held too closely, incoming shots could be 
considered a staple if shot through the cloak. Using your hand, you’ll spin 
the bottom edge of the fabric into either a fan or drape. The fan of a cloak 
can provide the most defensive area of any side, while the combined drape 
of the cloak has the most weight of any side without risking damaging your 
opponent’s sword.

Fighting against a Cloak
When fighting against a cloak, your main goal is to keep your sword free 
from their cloak. Attack the hand holding the cloak or watch for blindspots 
created by a twirling cloak. You can also time your shots to the movement 
of the cloak to maximize your attack. If your blade gets trapped within a 
cloak, retreat and reset at a safe distance. A cloak is also very distracting, 
but don’t forget the sword which is your primary threat.

Questions
1. What is the main use of a cloak?
2. What is your main goal when fighting against a cloak?
3. What is the difference between a fanned cloak and a draped cloak?
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Long Sword (40" or 
Greater)

Rapier blades vary in length. Blades on average are 36"–39", but can range 
from 34"–45". Anything longer than 40" is considered a long sword and has 
the advantage of greater range.

Longer Range
Having a longer range allows you to stay further back and still be able to hit 
your opponent. With that extra range, you need to adjust how close you get 
to your opponent. Otherwise, you risk giving a lot of hard shots. Make sure 
that you are aware of your shots and break them appropriately. The disad-
vantage of a long sword is that it moves more slowly and can get trapped 
more easily when you engage in sword play. If you’re not careful with your 
range you will constantly overextend, leaving your opponent within your 
guard and able to kill you while you are bringing your point back on line.

Long swords in Melee
A long sword on the melee field should never go unnoticed. When you 
know someone is using a long sword, let your team know. Long swords 
are designed to pick people off quickly without getting in many extended 
fights.

The Snipe
You’re able to pick off opponents by using, what we call, the Snipe. A Snipe 
is a very controlled, highly accurate shot at an opponent. It is quick and 
just barely lands with positive pressure. A Snipe needs to be completely un-
der control because one of the dangers of having a long sword is that if you 
are just slightly off with your range and gauging your shot, you will give a 
hard blow. If you find yourself in a position where you wouldn’t be able to 
perform a Snipe safely, you should disengage before going for a strike.
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Exercise
This exercise is best done in a group with some holding long swords and 
some not. The idea is that everyone will start moving randomly through-
out the field. Those with the long swords will try and judge when they can 
strike at someone and attempt to land a beautiful snipe. This will keep 
going as you practice different angles and speeds until you pass along the 
long swords to others and let them practice doing the same thing.

Questions
1. At what length do we consider a rapier a long sword?
2. What are long swords designed to do?
3. What must you adjust to try and prevent hard shots with a long sword?
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Case (Two Swords)
Case is our term for wielding two rapiers at the same time. Having a sec-
ond sword gives you additional offensive ability, but only if you can learn to 
use them in tandem.

Wielding Two Swords
Keep your Blades on Different Levels
The first thing you want to do is keep your blades at different levels. In 
other words, don’t have your swords side by side. This broadens your range 
of blocking and striking while also keeping your blades free from tangling 
with one another. You can do this by keeping one sword high and one low 
and always keeping your point on line.

Blocker & Striker
Even though both swords have offensive capabilities, one is supposed to be 
on defense. We call it having a blocker and a striker. One sword is going to 
be your offensive sword and the other will focus on defending you. This is 
great because you can now defend and attack at the same time versus need-
ing to switch between the two when you only had one sword. Throughout 
the fight, your blocker and striker may switch roles depending on the 
situation.

Mix Things Up
One of the biggest strengths of Case is its ability to mix things up. Try to be 
fluid with your actions and combine motions into deadly strings of attacks 
and defense.

Use in Melee
In a melee setting, someone wielding case is a formidable opponent indeed. 
They typically become defensive strong points in a line and can take many 
blades at once. This leaves their team mates free to go in for a kill. They are 
also strong offensive players when leading a charge or cavalry unit to elim-
inate a specific person or unit. Fighting against someone with case means 
you need to be on the defensive. Be aware of both blades and try to keep 
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your blade as free as possible.

Exercise
A basic exercise to become familiar with case is to work on the Blocker & 
Striker aspect of Case. Find an opponent and practice only blocking with 
one of your blades, while striking with the other after the block. Then 
you can increase the difficulty by switching the blades' roles periodically 
throughout the fight. Focus on the fluid motion you’re able to perform with 
the dual blades.

Questions
1. What two roles will your swords have?
2. How do you hold your two swords most effectively?
3. What is one of Case’s biggest strength?
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Advanced Blocks
In fencing, the ultimate goal is to survive a fight. This can only be done 
with precise blocking. You have already learned the 8 basic blocks. In this 
lesson we are going to refine those blocks, so that you are not wasting 
precious time and energy in a fight and we are also going to add three new 
blocks that you were not taught when you first learned to fence. These 
blocks are slightly more advanced and used less frequently than those 
taught previously. However these blocks when executed appropriately and 
effectively can set you up for excellent riposte shots and in the case of the 
last block work as an advanced disengage as well. We’ll also cover how to 
disengage from your opponent when your blocks aren’t enough and you’re 
in a position too dangerous to stay in.

Advanced Blocks
Block 1
Block 1 defends your legs by dropping your blade down to be perpendicu-
lar with the ground, the back of your hand pointing out and then moving 
your sword across your body. Advanced Block 1 can be done at any height 
and is a great way to defend a large section of your body while providing 
an opportunity to swing your point into your opponent.

Block 2
Block 2 defends your legs by dropping your blade down to be perpendicu-
lar with the ground, the back of your hand pointing out and then moving 
your sword away from your body. Advanced Block 2 can be done at any 
height. It can also be used to your opponent’s blade away and clear a line 
for an attack.

Block 3
Block 3 is done by starting in the basic position and then pushing the hilt 
of your sword across your body while keeping your point on line. Ad-
vanced Block 3 is done by minimizing the movement so that it just barely 
deflects the incoming blade.
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Block 4
Block 4 is done by starting in the basic position and then pushing the hilt 
of your sword away from your body while keeping your point on line. Ad-
vanced Block 4 is done by minimizing the movement so that it just barely 
deflects the incoming blade.

Block 5a
Block 5a is when you defend your head by lifting your hilt up to be level 
with your head and your blade point in a 45 degree angle. Advanced Block 
5a is done by lowering the block and using it to push an incoming shot 
away.

Block 5b
Block 5b is very similar to Block 5a except that the hilt is on the opposite 
side of your head. It blocks the opposite side of your head.

Block 6
Block 6 is the quillon block that is done by twisting your quillon over an 
incoming blade and trapping it between your quillon and your blade. Ad-
vanced Block 6 is all about trapping your opponent's blade while you push 
it out and away and sliding in for a strike.

Block 7
Block 7 swings down across your body in a crescent to defend your legs. 
Advanced Block 7 is done by minimizing the motion of the swing and can 
be done at any height.

Block 8
Block 8 swings down across your body in a crescent to defend your legs. 
Advanced Block 8 is done by minimizing the motion of the swing and can 
be done at any height. It also can lead to the same trap as Block 6.

Block 9
Block 9 is done by bringing your sword up to the side of your head that 
defends against shots that have gone passed your head.

Block 10
Block 10 defends your back by bringing your sword behind you and paral-
lel with your back.
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4 Block System
The 4 Block System is taking Blocks 3 and 4 to their maximum potential. 2 
of the 4 Blocks are Blocks 3 and 4. The other two are done by either con-
tinuing Blocks 3 or 4 up to your shoulder height, all the while keeping your 
point on line. These 4 blocks create a cone of defense and lead to a direct 
attack no matter what block is used.

Advanced Disengage
There comes a point in a fight where you’ve gotten too close and you know 
you’re in danger. At that point, you need to get out and reset the fight. It’s 
a difficult maneuver to pull off, but with some basic strategies you can im-
prove your ability to disengage from your opponent.

Refused Stance
Refused Stance is taking the Basic Stance and swapping the position of 
your feet. Your front foot will become your back foot and vice versa. This 
stance puts your Offhand in front and your sword in a more defensive posi-
tion. Because the sword has been pulled back. Many people are hesitant to 
close the distance and follow you as you retreat. It can also free your sword 
from a tangled situation.

Hinging Maneuvers
A hinging maneuver is when you use your wrist to change the direction 
and angle of your sword. Training your wrist to be able to control your 
sword and point in obscure directions will help you free your sword, redi-
rect an attack, or surprise your opponent.

Freeing Your Sword
Your sword will eventually be trapped by your opponent whether with 
their sword or their offhand. Freeing your sword is all about getting it as 
far away from them as possible. You can pull your sword down and use 
your leg to defend your sword from your opponent. You could also pull it 
up and away to get your sword out of reach. As soon as you get your sword 
free you either want to retreat to a safe distance or bring your sword back 
online ready to attack and defend yourself.
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Making a Pass
You will not always be able to disengage and retreat the way you came. If 
that happens, you can make a pass with your opponent. A Pass is done by 
moving passed your opponent and swapping positions with them. Using 
your footwork, you can step around while you push passed your opponent 
which will force your opponent to swing around too. As you make the pass, 
you can then retreat to a safe distance.
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Probing Your Opponent
Probing your opponent is advanced thinking applied to something most 
Fencers do instinctively. When you intentionally probe your opponent 
you are looking for weaknesses in their stance, guard, range and reaction. 
In essence, it is creating the opportunity to strike through observing your 
opponent and manipulating them into their weakest position.

Probing
There are many ways to observe your opponent in a fight. And what you 
observe will change with each fencer, however every fencer has similar 
points that can be observed to help you make your plan of attack.

Stance
Your opponent’s stance can tell you a lot about their intentions and capabil-
ities. You’re watching to see if they are leaning back defensively or leaning 
forward offensively. You can attack their legs to see how they adjust or 
defend them. Do they change their stance constantly or are they always in 
the same stance?

Weapon Position
Their weapon’s position will give you an idea on how they plan to attack 
you. Are they in a low or high guard? Do they change position when 
attacked? Are they threatening you with their blade or are they holding it 
defensively?

Range
Probing your opponent’s range will tell you at what point you are in danger. 
Do they extend to their full range or are they only using the reach of their 
arm? Do they lunge or not? You can test the range by encouraging attacks 
as you slowly get closer until you are just out of range.

Reaction
When you’re watching your opponent’s reactions, you’re watching for what 
they do after you do something specific. Do they react the same way or 
change? Are there openings when you threaten your opponent or move?
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Probing the 4 types of Fencers
Probing your opponent should be one of the first things you do when 
you’re faced with an opponent you are unfamiliar with. You can quickly 
determine what type of fencer your opponent is by making some simple 
probes and watching for the result.

Runner
If your opponent retreats when you attack, they’re probably a Runner. If 
they jump back when you get closer, they’re probably a Runner. If they 
don’t follow you when you retreat, they’re probably a Runner.

Charger
If your opponent is attacking more than they are defending, they’re prob-
ably a Charger. If they follow you when you retreat, they’re probably a 
Charger. If they’re always moving, they’re probably a Charger.

Blocker
If your opponent blocks more than they attack, they’re probably a Block-
er. If they stay where they are no matter where you go, they’re probably a 
Blocker. If they stay low in their stance, they’re probably a Blocker.

Shifter
If your opponent is constantly changing, they’re probably a Shifter. If you 
have no idea what they’ll do next, they’re probably a Shifter. If you think 
you figured them out and they change on you, they’re probably a Shifter.

Baiting
However you decide to probe your opponent, always be aware that they 
may be baiting you. A Bait is when they do something intentionally to trick 
you to doing what they want. Baits can go both ways and you can bait your 
opponent and watch what they do.

No matter who you are facing or how you make a plan, your goal is to al-
ways get your opponent into their weakest position and then strike.
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Fighting with a Disability
Throughout a fight you may be stabbed in one of your appendages. They 
are viable targets and if that does occur, you’re no longer allowed to use 
it. The loss of your limbs is more of a mental game than a physical disad-
vantage. The fight will continue and you must know how to adapt with the 
situation.

Loss of the Hand/Arm
The loss of a hand or arm is a very common occurrence in Fencing. Do not 
be discouraged when it happens to you. You need to keep fighting, believ-
ing that you can win even with a wound. When you lose a hand, treat your 
remaining arm as you would a deathstick. Your forearm is a great defensive 
tool. When you lose your arm, line your body behind your sword to make 
yourself the smallest target possible. Try not to leave your undefended 
shoulder out in the open. If you are uncomfortable fighting with your 
non-dominant hand, train beforehand.

Loss of Legs
When you lose your legs, you are now a Downed Fighter. You need to sit 
in a position that is most comfortable for you. Remember that once sitting, 
you cannot leave contact with your legs or the ground depending on if you 
chose to kneel or sit, but you can turn to face your opponent. You’re prior-
ity, at this point, is defense. The only thing you can do is stay alive and wait 
for your opponent to come close enough to that you can reach them.

Facing Different Types of Fencers as a 
Downed Fighter
Knowing what type of fighter you are facing will help you know how to 
fight them, even without your legs. Remember that there are 4 types of 
Fencers: Runner, Charger, Blocker, and Shifter. Facing each type requires a 
different strategy.
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The Runner
You must play the Runner as if you were fishing. You must try to appear as 
awkward and helpless as possible. The Runner must be brought into range 
gradually. If you commit to a “mini-charge” too soon or too often, you will 
scare them out of range and have to begin all over again. Keep your sword 
away from them and let them get close. A Runner’s primary targets will be 
your hands and head.

The Charger
When facing a charger, your goal is to prepare for their charge. Watch for 
signs that they are about to rush in and prepare to push their weapons out 
while you keep your own point on line. Hopefully, they will impale them-
selves as they close distance. If you are uncertain, you can always strike at 
your opponent’s feet or sit with one leg stretched in front of you to discour-
age a charge.

The Blocker
Fighting a Blocker will be very similar to fighting a Runner. You need to 
encourage them to get closer. When they do, try to pick them apart by 
attacking their hands/arms and entice them to return your attacks. Avoid 
taking their legs.

The Shifter
To fight a Shifter as a Downed Fighter, you need to recognize and try to 
predict what they are trying to do. Change your strategy as they change 
their’s. Aim for their legs to limit their options.

Fighting Against a Downed Fighter
The main principle to remember when fighting a Downed Fighter is that 
you are in control of the fight. Your opponent has to wait for you before 
responding. Make a plan and go with it. You’re not guaranteed a win, but 
recognize that you have an advantage.

Questions
1. What should you do when you lose your hand? Arm?
2. What is your strategy when fighting as a Downed Fighter?
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Rush Attacks
A rush attack is a fast attack combining clean, intentional footwork, 
weapon control, and drastic changes in range. It is designed to kill your 
opponent as quickly and efficiently as possible. Rush attacks differ greatly 
from charging and pressing your opponents in that each attack is a single 
maneuver. It can be repeated over and over again in swift succession but 
each rush will have its own beginning and end. It can be easy to confuse 
a rush with the idea of  ‘shock and awe,’ however a rush attack is not an 
uncontrolled flailing, running attack. While such tactics can get you a lot of 
kills they make you neither a good fencer nor a safe one. A successful rush 
attack is a well thought out and highly controlled maneuver comprised of 
three distinct but almost simultaneous components.

Clearing the Blade
The first step in a successful rush is making sure your opponents weapon 
is not going to skewer you as you close range. This is called Clearing the 
Blade. Whatever you do, clear the blade before you perform a rush attack. 
One of the best ways to do that is with a Tap or Beat.

Tap/Beat
A tap or beat is when you forcefully smack your opponent’s blade out of the 
way and off line. This isn’t a hacking maneuver. When you tap your oppo-
nent’s blade, the goal is to send their blade off line while keeping your point 
on line. You can then quickly close the distance before they bring their 
sword back on line.

Closing the Distance
Closing the Distance is getting closer to your opponent very quickly in a 
controlled manner. There are multiple ways to do that. Standard advanc-
es. Lunges. Moving forward in a Refused Stance with a Swoop Step. All 
are good ways to close distance. The only way that you don’t want to close 
distance is by leaving your stance and running foot over foot. At that point, 
you’ve lost all proper footwork and can lead to simply charging into your 
opponent.
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Striking in the New Range
You will now be in a new range and will need to attack differently. Most 
attacks will come by pressing your blade into your opponent instead of 
reaching out to strike. This needs to be done safely and in a controlled 
manner. You also want to make sure that you keep your sword in a position 
that no matter how close you are to your opponent, your point can stay 
online.

Questions
1. What are the 3 parts to a Rush Attack?
2. How do you properly tap a blade?
3. In what specific way should you never move your feet in a Rush Attack?
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Falling Wedge
The Falling Wedge can also be termed a Suicide Charge or Forlorn Hope. 
The Falling Wedge is a tactic that is used after you’ve been at a standstill 
in a fight and want to break through your opponent’s line. The goal of the 
Falling Wedge is to break up the opposing team’s line by sending in a Ka-
mikaze soldier to become a pin cushion and draw enemy shots for a brief 
moment. This leaves the rest of the team a split second to swoop in and 
attack the opposing team while their swords are busy killing your Kamika-
ze unit.

The Falling Wedge

The Kamikaze moves in first and draws the opponent’s blades on him. This 
leaves an opening for the rest of the team to move in and eliminate oppo-
nents while they’re busy. The result is a broken or weaker line.
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Performing the Falling Wedge
Performing the Falling Wedge is a commitment and everyone on your 
team needs to commit to the attack. The Kamikaze’s purpose is to sweep or 
take blades as they fall into the enemy line. As they die, they need to keep 
moving through the enemy line or get out of the way. Do not go back the 
way you came. Everyone behind the Kamikaze should be setup that as soon 
as the command is called, they follow the Kamikaze solider and pick off 
opponent’s while they are distracted. It is incredibly important that every-
one keeps moving forward, even if they die.

Defending Against the Falling Wedge
When faced with the Falling Wedge, the most important thing to do is 
not get trapped by the Kamikaze soldier and to pick off as many incoming 
opponent’s as you can. The momentum of the Falling Wedge relies on those 
behind the Kamikaze and if you can safely stop them from moving for-
ward, the attack will fail. Remember that it only takes one blade to kill the 
Kamikaze. Everyone else should be focused on the incoming army.
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Kill Pocket
The Kill Pocket is a defensive tactic that is designed to maintain a defensive 
position behind a Choke Point. A Choke Point is any terrain that limits the 
amount of soldiers able to move through at one time. A bridge, doorway, 
or gate are all Choke Points. The Kill Pocket is a formation where everyone 
on the team can strike at anyone passing through the Choke Point. As long 
as you remain in formation and play defensively, you will always have the 
advantage in the Kill Pocket.

Form a semi-circle around the Choke Point. Everyone in the Kill Pocket 
should be able to reach the “Point of No Return” with their sword. If any-
one crosses that point, there should be multiple swords ready to kill them 
and those who follow.

As the opposing team advances past the “Point of No Return”, multiple 
blades should be striking the nearest opponent passing through the Choke 
Point.
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Performing a Kill Pocket
Setting up a Kill Pocket is as simple as setting up a half circle around the 
Choke Point and ensuring that everyone can reach the Point of No Return. 
Long Swords should be on the edges of the Kill Pocket with shorter swords 
near the middle. As the fight goes on, always address the line. Make sure 
that no part of the Kill Pocket is creeping too close to the Choke Point. 
Reckless Cowboys are the weakest points of any Kill Pocket. In the event of 
a rush or push attack, try to kill opponents as quickly as possible and move 
on to the next target soon after. Do not engage in swordplay, if you can. 
Also, do not retreat unless commanded to.
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Breaking a Kill Pocket
It takes speed and commitment to break a kill pocket. The goal is to break 
through a single point of the enemy line by methodically picking off oppo-
nents who stray too close, or by pushing through a single point. When per-
forming a rush or push attack, concentrate your effort to the weaker side of 
the kill pocket. Fencers who die in the rush should keep moving forward or 
else they risk clogging up the Choke Point.
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Flanking Maneuver
A Flanking maneuver’s goal is to break the enemy’s line by “bending” it. 
This will be done by wrapping your line around their’s and creating a weak 
spot. You can then take advantage of the weak spot to eliminate members 
of the opposing and create a Gap. That gap will separate the line into small-
er groups which you can then overpower.

Basic Line before a Flank

The Flankers (the first one or two fighter on the end of the line) break off 
and run around the side of the opposing line. Those who remain should 
spread out slightly to make up for the departing Flankers. In response, 
the opposing team bends to stop the Flankers from getting behind their 
line. This “bend” creates a weak spot which is incredibly difficult to defend 
against a strong attack.
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After the Flankers have forced the opposing team to bend and create a 
weak spot, the goal turns to breaking the line. If you are able to kill the 
fighters near the weak spot, you will make a gap in their line. Now they’re 
not one solid line. They’ve been broken into smaller, more manageable 
pieces.
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Performing a Flanking Maneuver
A true Flanking Maneuver is not about getting behind the enemy’s line. It’s 
about breaking the line into smaller bits so that it can be overpowered. This 
starts by having a strong Flank. A Flank is the fencer on either end of the 
Line. When the command is called to Flank Left or Flank Right, the appro-
priate Flanker moves out and around the enemy’s line while still remaining 
close enough to be a threat. This should cause the enemy Flank to retreat 
with the Flanker. At the same time, the person next to your Flanker should 
move out and around while the rest of the line spreads out to compensate. 
At this point, the second flanker should move in to attack the weak point 
and create the Gap. If the attack is successful, the second flanker should 
continue down the line with the rest of the team collapsing in on the weak-
ened enemy line.

Defending Against a Flanking Maneu-
ver
The best way to defend against a flanking maneuver is to not bend the line. 
As the Flanking Maneuver is called, the entire line should hinge back away 
from the enemy line. This ensures that no one is left fighting multiple op-
ponent’s and no weak spot is created.
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Wall of Swords
The Wall of Swords is an Order of the Rose creation, designed to be a 
barrier. It’s typically used on bridges or in corridor fighting due to the finite 
amount of space and maneuverability. The idea is by having some fight-
ers kneel (typically with short swords) and other fighters stand between 
them (typically with long swords), you create a double layer of swords. The 
kneeling fighters focus on defending the wall and keeping the opponents’ 
blades busy or attacking legs and arms. The standing fighters focus on pick-
ing off enemies who get too close to the Wall.

Have fighters sit or kneel in a line until the available space is filled. After-
wards, have the remaining fighters place their lead foot between a pair of 
kneeling fighters. This is important because it allows the standing fighters 
the maximum amount of range while remaining in a position to defend the 
kneeling teammates. If there are any remaining members of your team who 
are unable to fit in the Wall of Swords, they should wait and fill in spaces as 
they happen.
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Situation 1. The enemy is focusing on the kneeling fighter. As they strike 
at a kneeling fighter, either standing fighter should be waiting to reach out 
and kill them. The kneeling fighter will be focused on defending himself 
and blocking the incoming blade which will leave the enemy open for the 
standing fighters. Situation 2. The enemy fighter is focusing on the stand-
ing fighter. The kneeling fighter’s responsibility is to defend his teammate, 
so he should either intercept the incoming blade with his own or strike at 
his opponent’s outstretched arm or leg.

Performing a Wall of Swords
The Wall of Swords is a Defensive tactic that is useful against a Falling 
Wedge and Rush Attacks because of the kneeling fencers who are in the 
way. After setting up a Wall of Swords, the main goal is to let your enemy 
come to you. Reckless Cowboys should not be part of a Wall of Swords. 
Each fencer is waiting for an opponent to get too close and will either be 
attacked from below or attacked from above. Any gaps that form should be 
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filled in quickly by teammates who are standing by.

Attacking a Wall of Swords
Similar to a Kill Pocket, your goal is to pick apart the Wall quickly and 
push through the Wall before the enemy can regroup. This can happen 
through a committed effort to press your opponent’s and kill as you can in 
a short period of time. When that opportunity arises, you should be able to 
push through and kill any remaining opponents left in the Wall of Swords.
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Basics of Command
At some point, you may be in charge of a team and leading them into bat-
tle. This lesson is focused on some advanced ideas or tactics to elevate your 
strategy as both a fighter and a commander.

Four Parts of an Army
There are Four Parts of an Army. They fill distinct roles in a battle, but are 
not all in every battle. By knowing the different roles, you can assign your 
units to play those roles that may help achieve their full potential and claim 
victory for your team. The roles are as follows:

• Commander
• Linesmen
• Cavalry Unit
• Harrier

Commander 
A commander is the head of your army. They are responsible for leading 
and directing the entire team’s effort in winning the scenario. As a com-
mander, you need to know what is going on at all times and be prepared to 
give clear orders to your teammates. A commander should be tactical and 
open minded. Able to change and make decisions quickly.

Linesmen
The Linesmen will make up the bulk of your army. They are the front line 
soldiers who must work together against another line of fencers. They 
should have excellent communication and be team players. They will be 
directed by the Commander.

Cavalry Unit
A Cavalry Unit is a small team of fencers, usually between 3-5, who are 
designed to be a roaming unit. They have no one specific place on the bat-
tlefield, but will always be in motion under the direction of the Command-
er. They are useful to reinforce a weakening line or can add a temporary 
advantage by adding their numbers to another part of your army. They are 
also used to accomplish specific objectives in a scenario or taking out key 
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opponents.

Harrier
A Harrier is typically an individual unit in your army. They are tasked with 
threatening, distracting, and create havoc for the opposing team. They get 
behind enemy lines and draw opposing fencers away from your main force. 
They should be tactical and capable of surviving on their own.

How to Plan a Tactic
There really is no one formula on how to plan a tactic. Your ability to plan a 
successful tactic will mostly come from trial & error and experience. There 
are things though that you should consider in the planning process.

What is the overall objective? 
Scenarios are goal oriented. Whether it’s just to kill the other team or make 
it to a specific point, consider what you’re trying to do. This will help nar-
row your options and keep you focused on the task at hand. Do not con-
fuse secondary objects with primary objectives.

Who is on your team? 
Be familiar with your teammates and try to assess what everyone is good 
at. Knowing who does well offensively or defensively can help you place 
them in your plan. As well, know who may need some help or a buddy and 
plan accordingly.

You are a team.
 It’s going to be a team effort and no one person can achieve victory. Make 
sure your plan involves everyone, so that you can all work together to come 
out victorious.

Communication, Communication, Com-
munication
One of the most forgotten, but crucial tactics is basic communication. No 
matter what is going on in the scenario, if you are the commander or not, 
you should be communicating what is around you to your team mates. This 
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principle allows everyone to stay on the same page. Some people worry 
that by declaring our plans and actions, the other team will see it coming 
and know what to do. That doesn’t matter. The other team should be com-
municating as well, but they have their own problems to deal with. Overall, 
the team that communicates better is most likely to win.

Squad Break Down
We’ve talked about the army overall, but all armies are made up of squads. 
These are small groups of maybe 2-3 people that work together within the 
army. Each squad will have a leader that will help direct the efforts of the 
other members. How do you decide who is in charge of the squad? Our 
saying goes that if you don’t know who is in charge, you are. Make sure you 
know who is in the squad and that you communicate your plans.

Questions
1. What are the Four Parts of an Army?
2. What should you keep in mind when planning a tactic or strategy?
3. What should you always be doing with your teammates?
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